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1. **Six Steps for Winning Transit**

1. **Set a vision for transit in your city.**
2. **Set specific, ambitious, and attainable goals to realize that vision.**
3. **Identify who can make those goals happen and hold these decision makers, typically political leaders, accountable.**
4. **Speak from a rider’s perspective and combine human stories with compelling statistics.**
5. **Use a variety of tactics to sustain pressure for change.**
6. **Support and create opportunities for transit officials and agency staff to implement new policies and practices. Celebrate their progress.**
For the better part of a century, US transportation policy has overwhelmingly prioritized and subsidized private automobiles over transit and walking. Highways, wide roads, and parking dominate the urban landscape and are major features even in the most transit-friendly American cities. Lavishing financial and spatial resources on automotive travel has hollowed out cities and deprived bus and train systems, rendering fast, frequent, and reliable transit all too scarce. Prioritizing the expansion and maintenance of highway connections between downtown job centers and typically wealthier, whiter suburban areas has limited mobility and opportunity for people of color and people with low incomes. The vast majority of streets in America are dangerous for walking, biking, and other forms of active transportation. We are left with a transportation system that exacerbates inequality, exacts a huge injury and fatality toll, squanders incalculable time lost to congestion, and presents a gigantic obstacle to environmental sustainability.

To reverse the entrenched policy bias against transit and win lasting change, American cities need strong leadership from their elected officials, an enterprising transit agency staff who are able to take risks, and committed and sustained grassroots advocacy. In a variety of ways, civic groups across the country are pushing city leaders and transit agencies to make walking, public transit, and cycling work for people. Boston’s LivableStreets Alliance and TransitMatters; LINK Houston; and New York’s Riders Alliance, Straphangers Campaign, and Tri-State Transportation Campaign, to name a few examples, have pushed their cities and transit agencies to set ambitious goals to improve transit and increase ridership. Advocates in Los Angeles, Seattle, Indianapolis, Atlanta, and the Raleigh-Durham region, among other places, have convinced voters to approve major local tax measures to fund better transit. In San Francisco and Seattle, transit agencies have adopted equity policies championed by Walk San Francisco, San Francisco Transit Riders, and Transportation Choices Coalition that justly prioritize access and service in underserved neighborhoods.

Even in cities with long traditions of transit use, however, civic activism and progressive leadership have miles to go to tap transit’s full potential. Political hurdles to reallocating street space and policy
priority from cars are very high, and misinformation abounds about what makes transit successful. Politicians often pursue new low-
ridership transit projects, such as downtown streetcars or suburban light rail, over investment that could make existing transit more effective for people who ride it today. Furthermore, sprawling development built for automobiles makes transit inefficient, difficult to operate, and dangerous to access. Reworking our politics, our roadways, and the very shape of our communities is, by definition, a long-haul prospect.

Research by TransitCenter has shown that changing a city’s transportation system is more successful and sustained when civic support for new approaches is strong. We believe the surest way to achieve transit policy reform is through smart, energetic advocacy—from transit advocates, business groups, unions, universities, and the full array of groups with a stake in affordable, efficient, low-emission transportation. Advocates outside government are successful when they push for ambitious, long-term change while simultaneously identifying immediate, incremental improvements. Advocacy organizations and transit agencies are most effective when they mobilize behind attainable goals while communicating clearly how early gains can lead to more ambitious visions for transportation systems and cities.

As a national foundation, TransitCenter has worked with advocates, transit agency practitioners, researchers, and government officials from across the United States. Our staff has observed, supported, funded, and led local campaigns for better transit. Our experience has been that successful transit campaigns are those with clearly defined goals, a sharp and consistent strategy to achieve those goals, and tactics that serve that strategy.

We build on the wisdom of experienced transit reform advocates and activists to present an approach for winning campaigns to improve transit. In fact, this guide was inspired by the insight into equitable transportation, grassroots advocacy, and strategic campaigning we gained when we convened transit and walkability advocates from across the country in Los Angeles in 2017.

We hope this guide will be an engaging read for anyone interested in successful campaigns for better transit, but it is written primarily for people who are new to advocacy or those who would like to strengthen their campaigns.
An important element of TransitCenter’s work is ongoing dialogue with transit advocates across the country. Perhaps the single greatest distinction we observe between organizations that are achieving tangible transit improvements for their cities and organizations that are struggling to gain traction is the difference between strategic, goal-oriented work and amorphous, general pro-transit messaging.

Here’s what we mean. You have limited time and resources—make sure your tactics are strategically employed toward a larger effort. Transit advocates are often in a position to articulate what useful transit service means for riders and to develop popular support into political capital and policy change. They must do this important work.

In some cases, however, advocates have conflated important power-building activities—expanding membership, developing an agenda, meeting with allies to show them how transit leads to equitable outcomes—with the goal of a campaign instead of an element that leads to a larger goal.

There is nothing wrong, per se, with conducting meetings to discuss what is possible in transportation or getting the word out about a new transit group. These activities can build momentum as part of a goal-oriented campaign, but they are not enough by themselves to create better transit. They may generate discussion, passion, or knowledge, but they won’t create lasting value unless channeled toward a strategic end.

A direct path to better transit is to campaign for a specific, well-defined policy, service, or infrastructure change to rectify an established problem.

In addition to potentially winning the sought-after improvement, strategic campaign work will have the following other benefits:

- It will establish your transit advocacy or watchdog organization—and, by extension, all transit riders—as an active constituency in your city or region.
- It will create an expectation of scrutiny and public performance evaluation for transit managers and elected officials.
- It will let people know about your advocacy group and communicate the benefits of transit along the way.
A successful campaign for change can:

**Demonstrate that larger goals are within reach**
Successful campaigns are structured around clear demands that, if met, pave the way to larger change. They often center on a specific project or policy where a problem is tangibly evident: dangerous crosswalks at a high-injury corridor, deficient shelters at a high-traffic bus stop, or regressive fare structures. With some exceptions, campaigns identify a clear example of a pervasive problem and push the city or transit agency—or both—to develop programs for addressing the issue throughout the network on a rolling basis.

**Help advocates earn reputations as tough-but-pragmatic critics**
Demands that are ambitious but within the realm of possibility will be better received by officialdom than fantastical demands that agencies are unable to deliver. For example, in New York City, the Bus Turnaround Coalition called on the Metropolitan Transportation Authority to implement all-door boarding on city buses alongside the rollout of a new fare payment system, which was slated to occur over the next two to three years. Calling on the agency to implement all-door boarding citywide immediately would have been a less pragmatic ask because the proof-of-payment fare technology that facilitates all-door boarding had not yet been introduced to the bus network. Be tough but flexible.

**Show what stakeholders have to gain from improved public transit**
Demonstrating how stakeholders would benefit from better transit is an important element of building a coalition, since winning efforts need to engage with people who are not riders to support the cause. Politicians, for instance, can demonstrate effective leadership to the electorate by championing resonant causes like transit reform. Residents and community organizations that see tangible improvements to their particular bus stop or transit route are more likely to support broader reforms in the future. Transit and city agencies that show they are working quickly and responsively, and implementing changes that are possible—even when large problems still loom—can build public buy-in that enables comprehensive reform and increased future funding. Shoppers will have more options to reach local businesses. Even suburban jurisdictions that may not get additional transit service will still benefit from cleaner air.
Transit equity matters

Transit fits well into the increasingly socially-oriented agendas of many big-city mayors. For an example of how advocates were able to provide a well-timed transit agenda to a candidate interested in advancing social equity, look to Chicago’s Active Transportation Alliance and its sister organization, Active Transportation Now. In the 2019 Chicago mayoral race, local advocates helped to set the terms of the debate on transit with a candidate forum and questionnaire covering topics like bus and bike lane expansion, reduced transit fares for people with low incomes, and the creation of a transportation equity plan. The winner of the race, Lori Lightfoot, championed many of the groups’ recommendations during her campaign and has continued to advance them as mayor.
When advocating for improvements to a transit system facing seemingly intractable, systemic problems, where should you start?

1 Define the problem and set goals

Start by understanding what the transit problem is that you are trying to address, how that problem creates difficulties in peoples’ lives, and your vision for how transit improvements can solve it.

Here are common problems experienced by riders from New York to California.

— Unreliable, slow bus service and a lack of accurate service information that makes riders late for school or work and miss time with their family and friends.
— Inequitable access to transit via expensive fares, underinvestment in communities of color and neighborhoods with low household incomes, and aggressive policing strategies that exacerbate inequality.
— Dangerous road conditions that cause traffic injuries and fatalities among people walking to access transit.
— A lack of amenities—such as shelters or benches—at bus stops, which conveys disrespect for transit riders.
Call for general solutions to the problem

As an advocate, your job is not necessarily to develop detailed fixes to complex problems. Rather, it’s to get transit on the public agenda by highlighting problems that transit riders have experienced for years. Campaigns are often about articulating a problem and building urgency around solving it. By telling stories and conveying relevant statistics, advocates can make the case for general solutions, accountability, and action from elected officials and agency executives. This will pressure those in power to identify and implement specific solutions.

Common transit problems and general solutions might include:

— **Problem**: Citywide, buses are slower than walking, and riders cannot rely on them to get to work on time. **Solution**: Expanding and strengthening 50 miles of the bus lane network per year, targeting the slowest, most clogged streets.

— **Problem**: Bus route and arrival information is unintelligible to newcomers and frequent riders alike. **Solution**: Enhancements to bus stops and rail stations, such as information to make riding the bus easier and more intuitive.

— **Problem**: Rail stations and bus stops have numerous barriers to older riders and riders with disabilities. **Solution**: Expanded universal accessibility at rail stations and bus stops.

— **Problem**: Ancient bus routes no longer go where jobs or housing centers are today. **Solution**: A full bus network redesign to update routes to match the current needs of riders.

— **Problem**: Riders with low incomes are unable to afford the full fare. **Solution**: Half-price or lowered fares for riders with low incomes.

Understand the weeds of transit service, but don’t get lost in them

Most battles for transit improvement happen at the level of vision and priorities. Highlighting the transit problems that riders face and advocating for general solutions, accountability, and leadership is a recipe that, with persistence, will lead to better transit decisions by policy makers.
Choose a target

Inform the public of who is responsible for solving the problem. Direct your requests explicitly at political leaders or the highest agency levels—specifically at the mayor, city council, or a well-recognized agency official. Who controls the agency and sets the transit agenda? Who has the power, and who or what are they responsive to? Target your advocacy to compel that decision maker or the elected official who directs that decision maker to act.

Your focus should be on the person or people who have the power to make the policy change you are pursuing. At some transit agencies, board members set policy and will be appropriate targets (this may include mayors or council members who sit on the board). At others, the appropriate target will be an elected official who is ultimately responsible for the agency and appoints its leadership. A good target for a public campaign not only has the power to create the change you seek but is also well known and thus publicly accountable.

Learn how your bureaucracy works

Reforming an agency is like turning a battleship—even when people within the agency want change, they often must overcome enormous institutional inertia. Advocates who seek to understand how an agency works internally can play a stronger role in expediting reforms throughout the bureaucracy. One way is to consider how new activities can be integrated into existing spending categories. Cities stripe paint on the streets regularly, for instance. Striping them differently with lanes for buses doesn’t add cost.

When you have identified your target, meet and ask if this person will do what you want before you launch the campaign. It’s possible that your problems are relatively easy to solve but have simply been overlooked. A private dialogue might also shed light on the obstacles to change that your target perceives. Spend time figuring out what motivates your target. Does this official represent an area with poor transit service? Or have strong ties to a specific constituency with a stake in transit, such as organized labor? Use that knowledge to identify how your target’s priorities overlap with yours. Of course, you are more likely to gain an audience with an official if you have established that you can keep conversations confidential.
Provide support and celebrate wins

Your role is to provide support for good projects—not just antagonism.

Advocates can help buoy agency staff who are pushing for internal reforms by providing external political support. Let agency allies know you are there to assist with public support when necessary. Recognize openness to your policy requests and encourage it. Back up the agency when it takes on difficult initiatives, and then push it to do even more.

“We have never seen advocates give us any credit for good projects,” a transit official in a large East Coast city recently lamented. This is a common sentiment. Transit officials understand that advocates’ mission is to push agencies to make positive changes on behalf of the public. But for advocates, no change is fast enough, ambitious enough, or perfect enough. To implement projects through stubborn community resistance or political obstinacy, however, transit officials rely on advocates to generate public buy-in. When positive changes are on the line, effective advocates mobilize interested residents, collect signatures in support, turn people out to testify at public hearings, and make the case for implementation in local media.

Support and push your government allies

During her time in office, Minneapolis Council President Lisa Bender has authored numerous policies to create a safer, stronger transportation system, including the city’s Complete Streets Policy, a protected bikeway update to the Bicycle Master Plan, and an ordinance reducing the minimum parking requirements for new residential buildings along high-frequency transit routes.

Prior to her election, Bender spent more than a decade in transportation agencies and advocacy groups—from an advocacy position at New York’s Tri-State Transportation Campaign to cofounding the Minneapolis Bicycle Coalition to writing a plan for safer streets in San Francisco.

She has noted that advocates sometimes take their friends in elected office for granted and forget that they, too, need support. “If I hold a town hall in which only one viewpoint is represented, it’s hard for me to say to folks, ‘Well, I know 99% of you spoke in opposition, but believe me when I say that there are hundreds of people out there who disagree with you.’ I’ve had to do that before, and it puts me in a tough position,” Bender told TransitCenter.
Effective transit advocates promote a vision for change that is both aspirational and attainable. To turn that vision into tangible policy progress, advocates employ a variety of approaches to organizing and working in coalition.

Some advocates build influence by organizing riders and representing people directly affected by transit policy. Others may not have a grassroots base but obtain influence through technical policy expertise or connections to the business community. Some may work with community organizations for whom transportation is one of an array of priorities.

This diversity of perspectives is needed to shape good policy, but such relationships can be difficult to navigate. Below are some guidelines to help transit-focused advocates work effectively with community-based partners and faithfully represent the interests of those they serve.

Organize riders
Daily transit riders can sway political and agency officials, but only when they are organized! The key is to foster a sense that transit problems are urgent priorities and that transit riders can help solve them by speaking out. Riders who link their personal stories to the policy areas you’ve targeted for reform are effective media spokespeople and extremely persuasive to elected officials and agency staff. Through strategy sessions and trainings for transit riders, advocates can amplify their voices and ensure that people with a stake in better transit are heard by decision makers.

Provide meaningful opportunities for rider input
A public meeting – be it a neighborhood forum or a transit agency board meeting – is often the primary venue where transit agencies collect public input. Yet in the Knight Foundation’s “Soul of the Community” study, researchers found that attending a public meeting was more likely to reduce a person’s sense of efficacy and attachment to community than to increase it. People are rational and will avoid such meetings if they feel decisions have already been made or their contributions will not result in meaningful changes.

Advocates can collect meaningful rider input in other ways, including hosting small-scale public workshops, pop-up events, or intercept surveys at transit stops to understand the problems riders encounter and their own proposed solutions.
Trust must be earned

Successful grassroots advocacy requires commitment to your members, not brief, one-off engagements. New York City’s Riders Alliance, a grassroots transit advocacy organization that mobilizes subway and bus riders, invests significant long-term resources and energy in its membership base, holding regular membership-led campaign planning sessions and building up the advocacy and communication leadership skills of members. The group canvasses neighborhoods of color with multilingual fliers to build an inclusive membership base. Its diverse staff have built trust and a deep-rooted presence in neighborhoods across New York City. A big reason the Riders Alliance boasts such a large and committed membership base is because the group prioritizes engagement with its members.

Build alliances

People often experience problems with transit service in conjunction with struggles involving housing, employment, food access, health care, and other bread-and-butter issues. Successful advocates search for areas of mutual interest and opportunities to support organizations that are working on these overlapping issues, building authentic partnerships by learning about the other organizations’ perspectives.

TransitCenter partnered with the Center for an Urban Future to identify the many specific transit challenges facing employers and workers in the health care sector, and then called for improvements like expanded citywide bus service and better transit options for night-shift workers. There are a number of environmental, economic justice, and housing groups who may not focus on transit full-time but could bring insight and muscle to any campaign for improving transit. Consider your strengths and weaknesses as an organization and find allies who can complement you. Few organizations combine policy expertise, political connections, and organizing prowess all in one—and that’s fine. Organizations like policy think tanks, business or labor groups, and community organizers can become powerful allies for transit advocates by contributing their expertise and influence.
Share the love

Large, well-resourced advocacy organizations can build the capacity of smaller partner organizations. In Chicago, Active Transportation Alliance, an advocacy organization that works to improve conditions for bicycling, walking, and transit, funded microgrants to four small community organizations—Westside Health Authority, Six Corners Association, Northwest Side Housing Center, and Pilsen Alliance—to advocate for bus improvements in their local communities. This strengthened and multiplied the alliance of groups working on bus service citywide and simultaneously bolstered the long-term prospects of neighborhood-based transit advocacy.

Hire and promote women and people of color

Most transit riders are people of color. Yet people of color are underrepresented in transit advocacy and in leadership roles in the wider field of transportation. Advocates and policymakers often lament the lack of diversity in our own ranks. Transit advocacy organizations can set a good example for their agencies and peers by creating opportunities for the hiring and internal advancement of people of color and women.

Lack of representation limits a transit agency or advocacy organization’s ability to understand and effectively work with underrepresented communities. An analysis by Reinvent Albany, a New York good-government group, found that at least 55% of MTA riders are non-white, compared to 29% of the MTA’s board of directors. This lack of representation affects policy deliberation. For instance, concerns over fare evasion dominated MTA board discussions at the beginning of 2019 when falling service and ridership indicators posed a serious problem to the fiscal health of the agency. In other words, board members who have likely never experienced insecure access to transit spent time deliberating how to reduce fare evasion rather than the more pressing issue of how to improve service for riders.

Seats at the table

TransitCenter hosts Women Changing Transportation, a yearlong mentorship program developed in response to the underrepresentation of women in the transit workforce. It aims to create connections and provide support for reform-minded women in the industry who are committed to making transit more effective and equitable. Any transit agency or advocacy organization can help support a pipeline of female leaders in the transportation field by hiring and promoting women and creating a space where the decisions and opinions of women leaders are heard and respected.
Relationships with government and agency staff are an important channel for inside advocacy, allowing advocates to better understand the obstacles and opportunities for reform and to develop lines of communication with the people who will ultimately carry out change if advocates’ efforts are successful. To build these relationships, it is important that you be considered credible and fair by agency officials and staff. Furthermore, advocates with a base of influence—a large grassroots membership, well-known policy expertise, or a consistent media presence—will be taken more seriously by decision makers than those without.

Agency Staff

Once you have identified a problem and solution, determine who has the power to make the desired change and learn what stands in the way. Transit agencies typically run buses and trains, while cities are responsible for managing street space. Sidewalks and bus shelters may be under a mix of transit agency, city, and private control. It may become necessary to add external pressure, but building constructive relationships and working with staff internally is a good place to start.

Work with agency staff to reform official processes

Walk San Francisco, a pedestrian advocacy organization, learned that the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Authority (SFMTA) bus operations staff were planning bus stop removals from inside the central office, using an algorithm, without public feedback. Walk San Francisco understood that consolidating bus stops results in less dwell time and faster bus trips for everyone, so they worked with the SFMTA to reform their bus stop removal practices in a way that presents less harm to older adults and disability communities but still results in faster bus speeds. Now, the SFMTA uses this approach to evaluate which stops to remove.
Cultivate allies inside the agency
Internal allies can help advocates understand which levers to pull to make change happen effectively within bureaucracies. However, you don’t need the blessing of the agency to advocate for changes you believe in; in fact, with strong agency-advocate relationships in place, agency officials tend to view policy disagreements more fairly. Stay in regular contact with agency staff, and once you’ve cultivated internal agency allies, brief them on your upcoming actions in advance. Seek their perspectives on what you’ll be calling for and what they consider constraints and opportunities for change. In general, you want to avoid surprising allies with your actions. Keeping them informed will help to maintain trust and ensure you’re drawing on their internal expertise in crafting your message and identifying opportunities for reform. And if the agency is set to release a plan or project you do not fully agree with, a back channel will allow you to help constructively shape the project before it goes to the public.

Official meetings might not be the best use of your time
Don’t get too wrapped up in official “process” like the “rider advisory committees” or “advisory task forces” that transit agencies convene. These engagements can be useful if attendees get briefed on inside information. But too often, agencies promote the existence of these committees to make a show of rider engagement without actually taking rider input into consideration, merely briefing attendees on project decisions that have already been made and offering no opportunity for meaningful contribution.

Official meetings do create opportunities for advocates to advance their message. Transit agency board hearings, for example, tend to generate press coverage. Take advantage of the fact that the media and agency staff are present at public transit hearings and plan your remarks accordingly.
Facilitate productive interaction between the agency and the public

Advocates should push for transit project development processes that feature genuine community engagement. This will lead to projects with stronger outcomes and smoother implementation. San Francisco Transit Riders (SFTR), a grassroots advocacy organization, developed the “ride audit” program to facilitate communication between bus riders and transit planners about riders’ priorities for improvements on bus routes. SFTR hosted three multilingual rides with opportunities for structured observation and group discussion among riders and planners. Through this process, community members became familiar with changes coming to their neighborhoods and provided the SFMTA with useful firsthand information. Riders became familiar with the transit planners in charge of the work, building trust. The SFMTA is now funding SFTR to continue this program on other routes.

Community engagement leads to more inclusive planning

Advocates can work to create inclusive and meaningful opportunities for residents to engage in official planning processes while also reforming those processes. One example of excellent agency-community engagement is Metro Transit’s Better Bus Stops program.

The Minneapolis-St Paul transit provider contracted with a community engagement team (CET) composed of Nexus Community Partners, the Alliance for Metropolitan Stability, and the University of Minnesota’s Center for Urban and Regional Affairs. The CET then subcontracted with a dozen community groups in areas of concentrated poverty — where more than half the residents are people of color — to bring them into the planning and implementation of bus stop improvements, as well as to influence the criteria the agency uses to prioritize shelter investments.

The yearlong, $400,000 community-engagement process produced valuable insight into community preferences for stop and shelter design, placement, and other considerations, which were then adopted into the agency’s shelter criteria. This sort of long-term dialogue and community outreach is far preferable to outreach designed to solicit feedback at the last moment or simply to develop support for a plan whose details are already decided upon.
Institutionalize inclusivity

One of the best ways to ensure that agencies foster inclusive access to transit as a matter of public policy is to push for internal reforms that advance inclusivity within the agency itself. Hiring women, people of color, and people with disabilities—even in leadership positions—broadens the perspectives that will shape the design and implementation of projects and policy changes.

In New York City, for instance, high-level staffing decisions have signaled major changes in how the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) prioritizes accessibility. The MTA operates the least accessible subway in the country. Advocates campaigned for years to win stronger commitments to stair-free access at stations, facing stiff resistance from the agency.

Soon after the MTA brought on Andy Byford to run the subways and buses in January 2018, he made it clear that improving accessibility would be a top priority. Among his first hires was Alex Elegudin, a former transit advocate who uses a wheelchair, to oversee an agency-wide accessibility initiative. Elegudin is now working to instill accessibility throughout the agency, from employee training to station design.

Build strong community coalitions

In April 2017, voters in Kansas City, Missouri, approved an $800 million bond for street and sidewalk infrastructure projects. To capitalize on it, local transportation advocacy group BikeWalkKC mobilized a “CompleteKC” campaign meant to push the city council to commit to and adopt standards for Complete Streets, a policy that results in streets that are safe and accessible for all users. The group sought an explicit commitment to prioritize policy implementation in low- and moderate-income neighborhoods, neighborhoods with poor health outcomes, and neighborhoods with low access to transportation options.

To gain support, BikeWalkKC set out into neighborhoods—including low-income communities, communities of color, and aging communities—and encouraged local partners to testify, write letters in support, and rally for the changes. The coalition included large organizations like the American Heart Association, AARP-Kansas City, the National Association of Realtors, and the Black Health Care Coalition.

With the strong support of this advocacy coalition, the Complete Streets ordinance passed the council unanimously. With a policy mandate in place, BikeWalkKC is now working to ensure that the city transparently implements projects—such as the Prospect Corridor express bus and the city’s bike network—according to the ordinance’s standards.
Elected Officials

There are politicians who are true believers in transit, who sponsor pro-transit legislation and bargain with colleagues behind the scenes to ensure it is passed. Then there are those who are apathetic or even deeply in opposition. They may support transit projects in theory, but not “this” project in their district.

It’s rare that an indifferent politician can be converted into an enthusiastic champion. The key is finding the champions who do exist and encouraging them to organize their colleagues around supporting your policy priorities. Sometimes there is no champion in the legislature or city council—advocates must then try to get more champions elected!

Provide elected officials with issues to champion

Politicians want issues to latch onto. When voters ask, “Why should I support you?” a politician needs an answer. The more politicians reply “better transit,” the better. But political support for better transit is unlikely to materialize out of thin air, and if left to their own devices, professional politicians may confuse symbolic but useless transit (like mixed-traffic streetcars) with transit that actually improves people’s lives.

During campaign season, advocates can lead politicians in the right direction by releasing policy positions, sending out candidate questionnaires, and staging issue-specific debates. After elections, advocates can supply officials with transit inspiration by cultivating relationships with their senior staff, producing packages of pragmatic policy recommendations, and inviting elected officials to press conferences where they can crusade on camera for better transit for their constituents.

Use the press and stay on message

No matter how well articulated, rational policy analysis can be easily ignored by political leaders if it never reaches a broad audience. When elected officials dig in their heels and won’t respond to polite requests for better transit policy, a steady dose of bad press may change their minds.

Your method of press outreach will depend on the context. If you’re releasing a big new report, you should plan a press conference far in advance. If new data comes out showing bus ridership continues to fall, you can send around a statement to reporters about the need to improve speed and reliability. If there was a meltdown with train service that morning, you may just want to tag your political target on social media and ask when that official is going to fix the problem.

The key to influencing a specific official is to stay on message and on target. Say you have identified the expansion of bus lanes as your top priority. Your campaign should generate a steady drumbeat of press attention on the problem of slow, unreliable bus service, and why it’s incumbent on the mayor to address the issue by providing more on-street priority for buses. It may feel repetitive, but well-timed and sustained media pressure is a powerful mechanism to prompt policy change from elected officials.

Lobbying within limits

Legal political activity for 501(c)(3)s is extremely nuanced. This guide will not wade into lobbying, electioneering, or establishing a charity, but TransitCenter recommends Bolder Advocacy (bolderadvocacy.org), a program of the Alliance for Justice, as a helpful source of information for nonprofits seeking legal advice.
Rally neighborhood political support for change
Transit advocates need to rally visible and sustained support for everything from replacing car lanes with bus lanes on a single street to citywide transit service plans. This show of force may require fewer bodies than you think. But it is important, because the squeaky wheel gets the grease. Open houses and public hearings for projects, for example, can be dominated by a very small opposition group—ten loud people can look like unified neighborhood opposition (or a large block of voters) if advocates don’t show up.

Celebrate elected officials who make the right choice
Praising elected officials for championing your priorities is the right thing to do and can bring other public officials around to the cause. For example, during the 2019 political battle over a proposed toll to drive into New York City’s central business district—a source of revenue needed to fund crucial subway improvements—Riders Alliance used its social media platforms to thank elected officials as they announced their support for the policy. This highlighted political momentum and signaled to other potential converts that they would not be alone on a hot-button issue. A growing number of elected officials eventually signed on in support, and the policy passed during state budget negotiations.
Effective campaign communications are clear, concise, and consistent. Most importantly, they highlight the needs and experiences of transit riders.

**Define the problem**
Advocates are in their best rhetorical position spotlighting and explaining problems that riders face on a regular basis. Define transit problems in terms of real-world impact—like how much time riders lose to delays, or poor job access in certain neighborhoods—and call for leadership to address these injustices.

**Tell rider stories**
At a basic level, good transit gives people the freedom to access their city. Transit advocacy is about riders, and it should be grounded in their experiences.

Many political leaders rarely or never ride transit; they need to be shown in direct, relatable terms the day-to-day experiences of those who do. What do people experience as a result of poor service, dangerous pedestrian conditions, and lack of shelter? When riders tell their stories, they make the case for change. Stories from riders with diverse backgrounds and perspectives will allow as many people as possible to relate and take action.

**Advocate for riders with their own words**
New York City’s Riders Alliance gathered stories from more than 1,000 bus riders and published a selection of them in a book, *The Woes on the Bus: Frustration and Suffering, All Through the Town*. Accounts of riders losing wages, being late to school, and a tragic missed audition to be a backup singer for John Legend attracted media attention to slow and unreliable service. The group followed up by sending copies of the book to city and state officials who are in a position to act to improve bus service.
Avoid transit jargon
Messages framed around the human impact of better transit are more effective than planning and policy jargon. Planners and policy makers tend to use technical language that can seem bland, vague, or inscrutable. Advocates must craft messages and stories that make the issues clear and resonant for a broad audience. Focus less on the technical aspects of transit planning, service operations, or technology, and more on the benefits that better transit will provide: greater freedom of movement, better access to jobs, more time to spend with family.

Rally around a stark statistic
Compelling campaigns pair riders’ personal stories with revealing quantitative arguments. Shawn Fleek of OPAL, a transit and environmental justice advocacy organization in Portland, Oregon, calls this “the head game and the heart game.”

In New York, TransitCenter’s Access Denied campaign frequently cites the fact that only 25% of subway stations are accessible. Combined with powerful human stories about how difficult it can be for riders with disabilities to find a working station elevator in New York City, the statistic clearly conveys the extent of subway inaccessibility and its consequences. The low percentage of accessible stations is now mentioned in nearly every news story on the subject and has become a powerful catalyst for action.

Be newsworthy
Nothing motivates public officials like press coverage. But how do you get reporters to pay attention to your campaign?

Much of what makes a good communications campaign in general will also appeal to reporters—telling human stories, avoiding jargon. You’ll also need to add the secret sauce of newsworthiness.

The quality of being newsworthy is tough to define, but here are some pointers:

— While you should never create conflict for conflict’s sake, reporters respond to stories where two sides are in opposition. If you have identified a public figure as the target of your campaign, simply making that official the focus of your press action will generate the tension reporters respond to.

— Frame a new analysis with at most two or three high-level, attention-grabbing points. It’s often the case that less is more, and distilling your report into a single headline-worthy fact or figure will generate the most press attention.

— Tie your action to the news cycle. Budget releases, board meetings, and the activities of government happen on a known schedule. The press pays attention to these moments. If you want to influence public policy, plan accordingly and hit the press with your message at a time that’s pegged to these dates.

Key to getting in the news is a general sense of preparedness. When public figures make pronouncements related to your campaign or when the transit system melts down, advocates need to be ready to communicate on social media or with a statement to the press. Contribute valuable insight at the right moment, and reporters will get in the habit of calling your number.
Develop relationships with reporters who cover streets and transit
Not every city has full-time transit reporters. But if your town has a transit reporter, great! Count yourself among the fortunate. Sometimes the person who covers transit might have a large, general beat, so be succinct in your outreach while still providing the quality information needed to make a complete and compelling news story. Keep reporters informed and stay in touch regularly. By cultivating relationships with reporters and establishing credibility with accurate facts, figures, and stories, advocates increase their chances of getting coverage that’s favorable to their point of view.

Be sensitive to good-faith neighborhood concerns
Many neighborhoods where transportation investments are imminent are experiencing gentrification. Residents are justifiably skeptical of new development. Advocates should be sure that the transit improvement they are fighting for is going to benefit existing riders and flows from their daily travel needs.

One organization that serves the needs of current riders and residents particularly well is LA-Más, a Los Angeles urban design nonprofit that helps lower-income and underserved communities shape their future through policy and architecture. LA-Más spearheads public-realm projects in Los Angeles that are “focused on creating a more safe, accessible, and welcoming pedestrian experience along streets throughout Los Angeles,” according to Avital Aboody, former Community and Policy Lead at LA-Más. LA-Más puts this philosophy into practice with community-engaged research—they work with local community members to design amenities on streets and sidewalks that meet people’s needs and reflect their diverse identities and values.

At the outset of each project, LA-Más staff contacts local community groups and key leaders to form a local steering committee—they might have bimonthly meetings or just discuss issues over email. As part of the process, staff canvass religious institutions, schools, and local businesses to make LA-Más’s presence and the goals for the public space project known in a new neighborhood and to give neighbors an opportunity to weigh in and to remain informed on the project. They might do small-scale public workshops, pop-up events, or transit stop and station intercept surveys to understand residents’ thoughts about the issues and proposed solutions. Genuine, ongoing dialogue is critical to foster that support and trust.

“We find that community buy-in is critical for the long-term success and sustainability of our projects,” reflected Avital Aboody of LA-Más. “We want to make sure that whatever we are doing is responsive to the needs of the community and that the community is excited to participate. We want to be humble and make sure that we have genuine relationships—not transactional ones.”
Effective campaigns sustain pressure on public officials over time. If advocates don’t keep the campaign in the public eye, the motivation for officials to act will fade as other issues occupy their attention. Mapping out a schedule of external events—such as political calendars and budget cycles—will help keep your advocacy focused and on track.

Here are some of the tactics TransitCenter has supported

**Educate candidates during election season**
After a stinging transit referendum defeat in 2018, Walk Bike Nashville sought to keep transportation issues in the public eye entering the 2019 election cycle and increase pro-transit representation in city government. The group created a set of policy recommendations called the Nashville Transportation Platform, issued questionnaires to each candidate for city council and mayor, and hosted a nonpartisan candidate forum prior to the election.

“There is power in local elections,” says Nora Kern, the group’s executive director. “Most local elected officials are pretty accessible and normal, and there is a huge benefit in educating them when they are looking for issues to campaign on. If they win, you then have a prior relationship with them.”

**Survey riders**
San Francisco Transit Riders and Walk San Francisco teamed up in 2018 to collect community input about the need for safer pedestrian access on and around Mission Street, a major transit corridor where the SFMTA had embarked on a bus improvement project. Their main question: how are the streets serving—or failing to serve—people who walk and ride transit? The two groups conducted in-person street surveys in English, Spanish, and Cantonese, the three most commonly spoken languages in the neighborhood. Their survey took less than a minute to complete, and they encouraged participation with food and drinks. The groups also hosted two “audits” of pedestrian conditions with local residents and staff from the SFMTA, the San Francisco Planning Department, and elected officials’ offices, who heard public feedback directly and responded to community
questions. The organizations compiled the survey data into reports and shared them with the SFMTA project team and elected officials. The staff remarked that the information was easy to read and a great tool for understanding the desires of transit riders and pedestrians. The surveys directly influenced the direction of pedestrian and transit improvements on both the Mission Street Excelsior Safety Project and the 27 Bryant Transit Reliability Project.

**Issue a public letter**

In its fight for more equitable service allocation and fares, Pittsburghers for Public Transit (PPT) has focused on developing a transit agency board that is more representative of riders and attuned to their concerns. In April 2019, the group mobilized elected officials and community groups to demand Pennsylvania Governor Tom Wolf remove a member under review for possible violation of state campaign laws. They asked that a transit advocate be named as his replacement. A public, open letter and an Internet form letter for residents to request that the governor remove the board member and appoint a rider proved to be an effective advocacy strategy (it also generated more than 75 new members). While the governor chose a political ally instead of an independent transit advocate, new board member Jessica Walls-Lavelle has nevertheless been more sympathetic to riders’ perspectives than her predecessor. Previously, the board had not lent PPT an ear, but that is changing—Walls-Lavelle has gone on a ride-along with PPT. “It is important to bring riders in front of power to influence the decision making. But it is even more effective if they are the ones making the decisions themselves,” PPT Executive Director Laura Wiens advises.

**Bus report cards**

Advocates in New York, Chicago, and Miami have developed bus route report cards to highlight where sluggish speeds and unreliable service are failing transit riders. The ultimate goal is to win support for solutions like bus lanes, stop consolidation, and all-door boarding to speed up bus service citywide, as opposed to proceeding on a slow, project-by-project basis.

**Demonstrate a better right-of-way**

LA-Más, in its Go Ave 26 initiative to improve conditions for pedestrians and transit riders near the Lincoln/Cypress Station on the Los Angeles Metro Gold Line, used paint and low-cost materials to increase visibility and improve the pedestrian experience along a busy highway where people walk to access a rail station. Color and graphics have made the walk to the station safer and more welcoming.

**Rally at stations**

When New York’s MTA planned to rehab 32 subway stations at a cost of $1 billion without making them ADA-accessible, TransitCenter’s Access Denied campaign rallied at each of the stations, calling attention to the MTA’s failure to install elevators throughout the subway system. The rallies resulted in intense media coverage of the subway’s lack of accessibility, and eventually led to the cancellation of the remaining station rehabs, with the funds repurposed to add elevators at a Bronx subway station.

**Build amenities yourself**

Cincinnati’s Better Bus Coalition built and placed 75 benches at bus stops that lacked seating—at a cost of roughly $30 each. The initiative was part of a larger campaign to highlight the lack of investment in the region’s bus system. Sustained attention led the Southwest Ohio Regional Transit Authority and the city of Cincinnati to install dozens of benches at high ridership bus stops.
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Tactics
To make compelling arguments to policy makers and the broader public, transit advocates need access to data, agency reports, and other materials that illustrate the performance of the transit system. Equipped with accurate information about transit service and rider demographics, advocates can analyze transit problems and bolster the case for strong solutions.

When transit agencies are transparent with their data and documentation, they allow the public to track agency progress and hold transportation officials accountable for the quality of service. By being open about its needs, an agency can also make a stronger case to the public for funding and other resources, rather than playing defense.

Of course, not all agencies release comprehensive, accurate, up-to-date information. If an agency is withholding data essential to the evaluation of its performance, it is up to advocates to call for that data to be made public.

The power of ridership data

One basic measure of the health of a transit system is ridership—specifically, whether ridership is trending up or down. A decline in ridership, especially, is a strong signal that service is too infrequent, slow, or unreliable to depend on. Rather than fearing that low ridership undercuts calls for restored transit investment, advocates should focus on sinking ridership to make the case for transit service improvements that will reverse the trend.
How advocates are using data to win change

Transit data can tell a very powerful story if you package it well. Transit Alliance in Miami collects data on reliability and ridership and publishes it in formats that resonate with the public and elected officials. The group’s annual Mobility Scorecard grades the health and performance of Miami’s transit system—Metrorail, Metrobus, and trolleys—using publicly available data, including agency ridership reports, county budget documents, and Transit Alliance’s own Metrorail performance audit. Find out more about Transit Alliance’s Mobility Scorecard and its methodology at transitalliance.miami.

New York’s Bus Turnaround Coalition publishes report cards on bus performance by route and city council district. Data on bus performance is taken directly from the New York MTA’s Bus Time site, which posts data in General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) format. Each route is assigned letter grades for speed and reliability based on a clearly defined scale. The coalition uses these report cards to draw attention to poorly performing routes and the need for action to improve buses. Riders and elected officials often refer to the grades to champion transit issues in their communities. Find more information on the report cards and methodology at busturnaround.nyc. MTA Bus Time data can be found at bustime.mta.info.

WalkDenver manages the WALKScope project (walkscope.org), an online, crowdsourced inventory of Denver’s pedestrian infrastructure. WALKScope allows anyone to collect data on the conditions of Denver sidewalks and intersections and to upload that information directly to a map. The WALKScope map identifies gaps in Denver’s sidewalk network and helps WalkDenver build its case for improvements.

“*If you know what you’re talking about, that makes it really difficult for people to ignore you,*” Marc Ebuña, Co-Founder and former President, TransitMatters.

Where to get good transit data

The best way to get the information you’re looking for is usually to ask your local transit agency. In addition to maintaining data sets on ridership, schedules, routes, and fares, most transit agencies make real-time arrival data available to the public in GTFS format—the same format New York advocates used to create bus report cards.

Transit agencies, city and regional governments, and state departments of transportation also keep long-range transportation plans, environmental impact statements, and other documentation on file that can provide good fodder for advocacy campaigns.

The federal government is another source of transit data and information. The National Transit Database (NTD) is a repository of information on local transit budgets, operations, and capital assets reported by American transit agencies to the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) each month. Be aware that there are sometimes inconsistencies in this data from year to year and that not all agencies report to the FTA using the same methodologies.

TransitCenter’s Transit Insights tool combines information from the NTD, the US Census, and the route maps at Transitland (transit.land) into a visual format that allows for quicker, easier reference than querying these databases separately.

The data transit advocates want

For more information on how to find transit data and put it to use, look to the Open Transit Data Toolkit (transitdatatoolkit.com), a series of interactive lessons for advocates, agency staff, policy makers, and researchers. The toolkit was created by The Nature of Cities with support from TransitCenter.
Assessing Progress and Celebrating Wins

Build momentum for major transit improvements with small victories.

Major transit reforms like expanding the budget for service can take years and span multiple budget cycles and administrations, so transit advocates must gird for the long haul. Winning small, specific improvements in a quick burst can build capacity for the marathon of larger, more systemic reforms. Early victories gain visibility with officials and riders and demonstrate effectiveness to potential donors. Your work may seem frustrating at the outset, but influencing the public dialogue and changing minds takes time. Not long ago, the concept and vocabulary of Vision Zero, for example, did not exist in the United States. Now zero traffic deaths is a stated policy goal of many major American cities.

Establish your voice

Cleveland’s Public Square is a major hub for many bus lines, so when Cleveland Mayor Frank Jackson inexplicably closed Public Square to bus traffic, Clevelanders for Public Transit knew it would mean longer trips for thousands of daily riders. The group sprang into action by organizing neighbors and bus riders to testify at public meetings and rallying to reopen the square to transit. They won the initial battle within months, but they weren’t done. The long-term objective was to establish a credible voice on transit advocacy and a formidable membership base. An early win on the Public Square campaign convinced local foundations to invest in Clevelanders for Public Transit to hire a lead organizer for the group’s next campaign—a bus system redesign.
Grow stronger despite setbacks
Successful advocates figure out how to advance their cause even when a campaign doesn’t go exactly according to plan. Let’s revisit the example of Pittsburghers for Public Transit’s campaign to fill a vacant Port Authority board seat. Though the group didn’t receive the exact board member appointment they sought, their online petition garnered 75 new members. Collecting email addresses for the petition was a deliberate choice, and one that set them up with a stronger membership force for their next action. A well-structured campaign can advance broader goals despite short-term setbacks and make your organization stronger.

Give your targets credit when it’s due
Advocates lose power and credibility when they appear impossible to please. While you can’t be afraid to call out leadership and hold decision makers accountable for bad outcomes, you should always give your targets a chance to do the right thing and allow supporters to feel a sense of accomplishment over a win of any size. Don’t neglect to praise politicians, agency leadership, and staff for transit successes.

Celebrate milestones on the way toward larger improvements
January 2019, when Mayor Bill de Blasio committed to speeding up New York City’s buses by 25% by the end of 2020, the Bus Turnaround Coalition celebrated the establishment of this ambitious goal. The mayor pledged to achieve this speed improvement through the very measures the coalition had been calling for: expanding bus lanes, improving enforcement of those lanes, and expediting the installation of signal priority. While some of the targets established in the mayor’s plan were lower than what advocates had called for—for example, 300 new intersections with signal priority per year instead of 1,000—the coalition issued a supportive press release and celebrated the plan on social media. It’s important to celebrate smaller milestones on the way toward larger, more transformative improvement, especially when an agency commits to politically challenging goals.

When the New York City Transit Authority split an overly long bus route into two separate routes in January 2017, TransitCenter created a video that was supportive of the change, explaining how breaking up a long route can mean faster and more reliable trips for the majority of riders. Planners at the agency were grateful for the support, especially given the pushback they received from riders who were unhappy with the change.
Conclusion: Transit Advocates Rise Together

Changing a city’s transportation system doesn’t happen overnight. In American cities, advocates face many challenges as they attempt to expand access to fast, reliable transit service. But with energy, strategic thinking, and persistence, even the most daunting obstacles to good transit can be overcome.

One goal of this guide is to show local transit advocates that you are not doing this work alone. You have potential collaborators and mentors in other cities, and you can strengthen your work by learning from transit advocates across the United States. By sharing experiences of successful campaigns and supporting a national network of transit advocates, we hope each win for transit in one city becomes a template for victory in others.
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